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Shaw and Nowicki (2018) mistakenly suggests that the growing adoption of empirical science by market- 

ing academics and practitioners is a return to an earlier time of treating all customers the same. Funda- 

mental patterns discovered in buying and brand performance data accurately describe differences between 

buyers (e.g. in category buying rates and in personal brand loyalties), as well as predictable differences in 

loyalty metrics between rival brands. Theory has been proposed that fits these empirical generalisations; 

that rival brands largely differ and compete in terms of their mental and physical availability to category 

buyers (Sharp 2010). An implication is that marketers need to understand the differences between buy- 

ers in their category so that they can extend their brand’s reach. This contrasts the practice of offering 

a single marketing mix to the whole market, and it is opposite to the practice of targeting a brand to a 

single homogeneous segment of the market and again offering a single marketing mix to that segment. 

© 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Australian and New Zealand Marketing Academy. 
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ntroduction 

To start this response, we think it is pertinent to stress that we

re committed to applying the scientific method to marketing re-

earch. It has proven its worth time and again. We acknowledge

he advancement of knowledge through the scientific method can

e challenging to both academics and practitioners but believe that

he rewards exceed the pain. As any discipline evolves, it embraces

ew language, tools, and techniques. Historical observation of other

isciplines shows that scientific discovery sometimes forces practi-

ioners to let go of dated or flawed practices and beliefs to adopt

ew ones, but this does not happen quickly or without opposition.

he medical community, for example, initially took offence when

gnaz Semmelweis suggested that his fellow physicians should

ash their hands with a chlorine solution before treating patients

o decrease childbirth mortality rates—a claim he supported with

vidence ( Semmelweis, 1861 ). His position, however, did not fit

ith the theory of the day. Only after Semmelweis’ death did fur-

her research lead to the development of germ theory and even-

ual acceptance of antibacterial hand washing. At which point,

ost-natal mortality rates plummeted. Change—particularly change

hat challenges long-established practices—is not easily conceded

nd now we see the same happening in marketing as a growing
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umber of academics and marketers embrace new ideas, new lan-

uage, and new practices underpinned by scientific rigor. 

arketing science, incommensurability and segmentation 

larified 

Identifying regularities or meaningful patterns in data helps to

xplain how the world works and allows for predictions. Scientific

aws (empirical generalisations) help marketers decide what to fo-

us on (e.g. what metrics matter), as well as give clear benchmarks

nd guidance on the likely routes to success. They improve under-

tanding and predictions about future events and activities; for ex-

mple, what will happen when a brand grows or will price promo-

ions attract new customers? When patterns replicate for different

roducts/services, in different regions, and over time, predictions

ecome reliable across a range of contexts. Predictive validity is

bviously of immense practical value, and indicates which theories

re more or less valid. 

Shaw and Nowicki (2018) consider the Marketing Management

pproach, which espouses segmentation and targeting as a tech-

ique to build brands, at odds with the Empirical Generalisation

pproach, which ignores or disregards segmentation entirely in

avour of mass marketing. These authors go further to suggest

hat the Marketing Management approach, “does not entirely ex-

lude mass marketing where the situation warrants it, although

he converse does not appear to be true”, Shaw and Nowicki (2018)

hereby imply that the Empirical Generalisation approach could be

esponsible for an incommensurability issue, which occurs when
rketing Academy. 
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1 Shaw and Nowicki (2018) say “there is a point where increasing expenditure on 

promoting a product does not result in significantly increasing sales and reduces 

profits,” and “that this is known as Double Jeopardy and is effectively the law of 

diminishing returns.” This is wrong. 
proponents of competing approaches fail to discuss or reconcile

their views due to a lack of common concepts, methods, and mea-

sures to address marketing problems. The authors also suggest that

new theory is potentially confusing for marketers, who must de-

cide which theory to use, however, we see new evidence-based

theory as a route to improved understanding. Competing theories

should be directly tested for their predictive accuracy, as only one

theory can be right (for given conditions). ‘Anything goes’ theoriz-

ing will result in a waste in resources—both money and time—on

strategies and activities that have little chance of working. The-

ories with no basis in empiricism are speculation. Theory devel-

oped on single datasets is not much better. Despite widespread ac-

ceptance of segmentation and targeting practices as the capstone

of the Marketing Management approach, it is surprising that after

half a century there is such little empirical evidence—generalisable

or otherwise—which demonstrates the consistent effectiveness of

segmentation and targeting for brand growth ( Kennedy and Ehren-

berg, 2001a ). 

Clarifying the concepts is perhaps useful. Segmentation is the

process of dividing a market into subgroups of people on var-

ied identifiable characteristics (e.g., demographics, psychographics,

geography). Marketers then adjust their marketing mix to target

those different segments, or choose not to serve some segments .

Tailoring products and marketing efforts for different people and

excluding certain groups from marketing plans is thought to max-

imise the efficiency/effectiveness of money spent. Earlier work has

not ignored segmentation but in fact distinguished different types

of segmentation ( Kennedy and Ehrenberg, 2001b ): Brand segmen-

tation refers to possible differences between the users of compet-

ing brands, say Pauls and Devondale milk. Such differences are

rare ( Anesbury, Winchester and Kennedy, 2017; Uncles, Kennedy,

Nenycz-Thiel, Singh and Kwok, 2012 ) and focusing on them is

not the route to growth. Product - Category segmentation (or sub-

category segmentation ) is more common than brand segmentation

and refers to the users of functionally distinct products category or

sub-categories (e.g. baby formula and long-life milk). Understand-

ing such segments and ‘knowing your market’ (e.g. that baby for-

mula is mostly bought by households with a baby) is a message

we have long supported. Brands that want to be big in a category

typically need to cover ‘the market’ with offers across sub-markets.

Sub-markets are usually well known by practitioners and complex

segmentation variables are rarely required to identify them. Tar-

geting new or soon to be parents, when this information is most

relevant, is sensible for marketers of baby formula. Finally, vari-

ant segmentation ( Ehrenberg and Kennedy, 20 0 0 ) is where some

product variants can have distinct followings (i.e. 1L milk is likely

bought commonly by smaller households versus 10L bags of milk

bought by businesses). Combining this segmentation framework

with knowledge on brand growth, leads to the conclusion that any

milk brand that wishes to grow should cover the market with key

variants (e.g. both low and full fat, perhaps along with lactose free

options and in a range of sizes), as many do. They should reach

as many buyers in the market as possible, making it easy for any

of them to buy whichever offer they want for each occasion when

they have a particular category need. We expect and observe that

many individuals will buy across key offers over time rather than

seeing individuals loyal to one offer or even one brand. 

Shaw and Nowicki (2018) refer to Rossiter (2012) as provid-

ing remedial linkages to connect the Marketing Management and

Empirical Generalisation paradigms. We see it differently. Rossiter

(2012) explicitly rejects empirical generalisation as a form of mar-

keting knowledge on the basis that an empirical generalisation

does not inherently explain the why behind it. He believes that

most strategic principles—that explain the why and what marketers

should do in response—can be deduced logically. But we proffer

that some empirical generalisations defy logic. Let us take Dou-
Please cite this article as: R. Kennedy and N. Hartnett, Marketing is 
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le Jeopardy as a key example 1 . Is it logical that the loyalty of a

rand’s customer base largely depends on how many customers it

as? True that the simple statement of “small brands have fewer

ustomers who are less loyal” does not explain why this is so, but

heory developed after the discovery of this empirical generalisa-

ion does explain it. Even without the theory, Double Jeopardy still

as profound implications with respect to realistic objectives for

rand growth. Time and again it has been documented that small

rands do not achieve loyalty levels exceeding that of their largest

ompetitors, hence, if brands want to grow they must increase the

ize of their customer base. 

The evidence suggests that brands do grow their customer

ases through increasing their mental and physical availability—

eing easy to think of and easy to buy by more people. Bigger

rands tend to have more associations in their mental networks

 Romaniuk, 2013 ), which make them easier to think of or no-

ice across varied buying situations. Bigger brands also tend to

ave bigger distribution networks, which make them easier to buy

cross varied buying situations and locations ( Farris, Olver and de

luyver, 1989 ). These two concepts that are also evidence-based,

rovide the ‘why’ explanation for Double Jeopardy. 

Returning to incommensurability, it would mean that segmen-

ation versus mass approaches could not be reconciled due to

mploying different concepts, methods and measures. However,

arketers’ goals and requirements remain arguably the same—

nderstanding how to meet consumer needs and achieve brand

rowth and profits. There are common measures to evaluate

hanges in brand performance—for example, market share, brand

enetration and purchase frequency. While Shaw and Nowicki

2018) comment that Marketing Management adherents “refuse to

ngage” in this important discussion, we encourage them to, un-

erpinned by evidence. Evidence across diverse conditions that

inks targeting a segment (or segments) to brand growth, where

hose segments predominantly deliver the growth, and are bench-

arked against an alternative mass strategy is particularly wel-

ome. While we acknowledge the difficultly of doing this in prac-

ice, the italicized part of the prior sentence is important to

emonstrate the theory working in practice. A segmentation strat-

gy that achieves growth is not necessarily evidence of the value

f these concepts. The few success stories we have been presented

ith could equally be described as ‘lucky’ accidents, where the

ctivities proved effective well beyond the targeted segment and

rowth was observed across the market (e.g. nicely discussed from

n industry perspective in Bik, 2017 ). 

In comparison, the importance of targeting the market at

cale for brand growth is underpinned by lots of evidence. Brand

rowth (e.g. in market share) is accompanied by large gains in

enetration and relatively smaller gains in repeat purchase (brand

oyalty) ( McDonald and Ehrenberg, 2003 ). Large gains in penetra-

ion are achieved through nudging the market, particularly light

uyers and recruiting non-brand buyers. The negative binomial

istribution curve moves up with any growing brand getting more

eavy, medium and light buyers. Observations of growing and

eclining brands outside of consumer-packaged goods (e.g., drug

rescriptions, financial services) found that declining brands un-

erperformed on customer acquisition, rather than failing to stem

ustomer defection ( Riebe, Wright, Stern and Sharp, 2014 ). This

ounters a common misinterpretation of Double Jeopardy, also

een in Shaw and Nowicki (2018), that the existing customer base—

r that brand loyalty in general—can be ignored. This is just not

o; the buying propensities of existing buyers (loyals) need to be
scrambled: All evidence-based theorists are invited to breakfast, 
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a  
efreshed over time, though not at the expense of not reaching

ew or non-recent customers. Moreover, marketers should be

ware of their brand’s loyalty and check it looks normal given the

mpirical benchmarks, but they cannot manipulate it as easily as

he Marketing Management paradigm implies nor is focusing on

t the route to growth. Marketing effort s to dramatically change

oyalty without changing the size of the customer base are likely

o fail. 

rom theory to practice: sophisticated mass marketing 

Empirical Generalisation has been accused of being too reduc-

ive (Shaw and Nowicki, 2018) and narrowly focused ( Rossiter,

012 ) to be of use to marketers. Our experience with many thou-

ands of marketers around the world is quite different. We find

hat marketers value new robust theory that fits the evidence and

redicts the future; they are willing to be challenged with new

heory, concepts, and language and invest significant resources val-

dating evidence themselves. Many do find it hard to let go of seg-

entation and targeting because it is embedded in the market-

ng psyche, along with being ingrained in tools and processes such

s brand image tracking, advertising briefing, and media curren-

ies. Nonetheless, we have seen many successful cases where busi-

esses have moved to new evidence-based concepts and tools (e.g.

ennedy and McColl, 2012 ). 

Although introducing competing theories might be confusing

or some, it is clarifying for others. Jason Chebib, VP Consumer

lanning for Diageo, North America is one of many marketers that

ee the value in the Empirical Generalisation approach: 

“We have done plenty of work confirming and reconfirming many

of the principles of brand growth the Institute advocates in the

context of our own category. For example, establishing the exis-

tence, role and importance of light buyers, proving out the pre-

dictability of Duplication of Purchase and the existence of parti-

tions, and a lot more besides. It’s impossible to overemphasize the

vital—and crucially, the unique—role the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute

has in taking global marketing forward into the future. The In-

stitute’s work is critical for several reasons. It empirically and ir-

revocably overturns decades of error-strewn marketing ‘thinking’

(which was just that, and no more). It lays out unarguably the key

principles of doing marketing right. And, as time goes on, it reaches

into every corner and dimension of the science (and art) of mar-

keting, illuminating an ever-broader swathe of the discipline. From

media to distinctiveness to targeting to promotions to brand life

cycles… if it’s part of marketing, increasingly Ehrenberg-Bass will

have studied it, and have the best and most recent conclusions out

there. This comprehensiveness isn’t just a nice-to-have. It’s crucial

that a theory of marketing, a set of marketing principles, doesn’t

just limit itself to a narrow field of study. That would limit cred-

ibility. Ehrenberg-Bass’s credibility in global marketing is growing

precisely because of its proactive, principled, tenacious approach to

uncovering every piece of scientific evidence they can to support

marketing for sustained growth and profitability”. 

To strike a balance between the extremes of customizing for in-

ividuals (i.e., hyper targeting) and pure mass marketing (reach ev-

ryone in the market), we opt for ‘sophisticated mass marketing’

r ‘smart targeting’ ( Kennedy, Sharp and Danenberg, 2017; Sharp,

010 ). Sophisticated mass marketing involves appreciating the dif-

erences between buyers and between buying situations and recog-

ising that all those who buy the category (light, medium, and

eavy) are potential buyers of any brand. Marketers are encour-

ged to avoid narrow descriptions of the brand’s target market that

nherently lean to restricting who is reached and instead reach all

ategory (and potential category) buyers, both with physical dis-

ribution and marketing communication. In practice it is not of-
Please cite this article as: R. Kennedy and N. Hartnett, Marketing is 
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en possible to reach ‘all’ potential buyers, but inclusion rather

han exclusion should be encouraged wherever possible. Quorn is

 great example of abandoning on overly restrictive target to great

uccess ( Wragg and Regan, 2012 ). Quorn is a meat substitute that

or many years positioned itself as a vegetarian product for vege-

arians, which represented 7% of UK households. In 2011, inspired

y Institute’s findings, Quorn changed its strategy to appeal to

ealthy consumers, which represented 70% of UK households. Af-

er initiating their new strategy, the brand grew the meat-free cat-

gory in value by 5.6%. 

We note that to target the market is not to target everyone,

arketing efforts are genuinely wasted on people who actively re-

ect the category (e.g. those who would never buy a meal free

lternative). At the other end of the spectrum, even targeting a

articular segment to great effect—thereby maximizing sales from

hat smaller group—does not guarantee a substantive overall re-

ponse (i.e. increasing total sales), which is what matters ( Wright

nd Esslemont, 1994 ). Sophisticated mass marketing looks for ef-

ciencies with scale and to appeal to as many category buyers as

ossible. 

onclusion 

Shaw and Nowicki (2018) ask: “Is [segmentation] a harmless

ymbolic activity or an organisational hallucination that blocks

rogress?” It could be a harmless symbolic activity, but compa-

ies around the world collectively spend a fortune on these stud-

es each year, which represents a large sunk cost if these activities

re not linked to growth and inadvertently prevent growth. Pat-

erns that we see in consumer behaviour and brand performance

uggest that competing brands have been largely unsuccessful in

heir attempts to uniquely segment and target consumers. If they

ad, we would observe that loyalty is primarily determined by spe-

ific needs, brands would share customers almost exclusively with

ther functionally similar products (or in extreme circumstances,

ot share customers due to high levels of sole loyalty), and dif-

erent types of people would buy different brands. Rather, brand

oyalty and customer sharing is determined by a brand’s size—big

rands have more loyalty and share more customers will all brands

n a given market. 

Does this mean segmentation will be reduced to a mere de-

criptor of customer type, as Shaw and Nowicki contemplate?

s shared at Cannes Lions 2017, we believe segmentation is like

dding salt to a recipe; “a little adds flavour, too much ruins the

ish”. There are other concepts and language that are far more im-

ortant for most marketing discussions. Academics and marketers

o need to understand the heterogeneity in any market and not

educe that heterogeneity to a single target customer. 

But the bigger question is: Do recommendations from empir-

cal generalisations outperform alternate recommendations, such 

s those from segmentation and loyalty theory? Our work to

ate would suggest this to be the case. We do, however, sup-

ort independent testing of all competing theories. It is produc-

ive for advancing theory and practice. The good news is that

e do not have incommensurability in marketing. The competing

heories have enough in common and there is lots of scope for

esting, through natural and/or controlled experimentation across

rands, markets, and other conditions. However, you cannot make

n omelette without breaking a few eggs. Advancing marketing

heory and practice is not without pains, but all evidence-based

heorists are welcome to our breakfast. 

ppendix A: Beer hypothetical critiqued 

Here we critique the hypothetical example of beer from Shaw

nd Nowicki (2018). Firstly, we encourage future discussions of
scrambled: All evidence-based theorists are invited to breakfast, 
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theory to avoid hypothetical examples. In the example the authors

suggest beer marketers could apply segmentation because “entire

sections of the population do not consume beer and those that do

have varied tastes” but could apply mass marketing “in a coun-

try like Germany where beer is common and easily bought”. Beer

buying is an area where we have considerable experience and ev-

idence (e.g. including Dawes, 2008; 2016). Decades of cross cat-

egory evidence also lead us to encourage beer marketers to ‘tar-

get the market’. Those who do not drink beer and never would

are not the market (whether it is possible to identify these peo-

ple and cost effectively exclude them from marketing activities is

a practical challenge). Dawes (2008) initially used survey data to

show that repertoire buying, Double Jeopardy and Duplication of

Purchase all held in the Australian beer market. Dawes (2016) later

used panel data from the United States to show that when brands

grow—where beer was one of many categories—that brand pene-

tration grows far more than loyalty. 

Other unpublished analysis further shows that the law-like pat-

terns continue to broadly hold despite marked changes in beer

competition. The proliferation of craft and premium brands, for ex-

ample, has resulted in some ‘partitioning’ or sub-markets, where

some brands compete somewhat more intensely with one another.

Beer markets also continue to be quite regional, with variation in

the availability of brands across states and territories. Understand-

ing such characteristics and the heterogeneity of tastes and wants

is important information for marketers. So, descriptive research re-

mains important, however, complex segmentation modelling adds

little, and tends to drive marketers to limit which customers they

talk to, rather than looking for opportunities that bring scale. Ob-

served beer buying in Australia (and other markets) fits the broad

patterns expected from the NBD-Dirichlet, indicating a mass mar-

keting approach to build mental and physical availability across

category buyers is the route to growth. 

Adding in a further practitioner perspective, Carlton & United

Breweries has recently stated that applying principles derived from

empirical generalisations has led to “growth in sales—for the first

time in years” ( Baker, 2017 ). Carlton & United, however, do claim

that segmentation is a better strategy when markets and/or brands

are small. This belief is often linked to a small budget concern;

i.e. “I cannot afford to reach everyone” (Kennedy et al., 2017). We

agree that a small brand cannot nor does it need to reach every-

one, but if growth is their goal, they should reach as many cate-

gory buyers as possible with their existing budget. One refinement
Please cite this article as: R. Kennedy and N. Hartnett, Marketing is 
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f this strategy is recommended for new brands. Early trialists of

ew brands tend to be heavier category buyers, so there is an ar-

ument for initially targeting those who regularly buy the category

 Romaniuk and Sharp, 2016 ). But after a time, brands must attract

ll sorts of category buyers if they are to grow and remain in the

arket. 
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